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It’s important to reach out to others to help you gain insight into how others perceive 
you.  We are often much too close to be able to make a true determination of our 
personalities in an authentic way versus the way we want to be seen. 

So, with this worksheet, I want you to reach out to family, friends, and past clients 
asking them to describe you in 3 words.  Talk with at least 10 people (if not more) to 
start getting a better idea on how others see you.  This will help you to start seeing what 
aspects of you are the best to infuse in your brand. 

Another great eye-opening exercise is to ask past clients why they chose to work with 
you.  The answers will be surprising, but they will also help you to see what it is about 
you that draws your ideal client in.  Reach out to 3 of your past, best clients and ask 
them this question.  The answers are well worth the effort! 

List out all the attributes named by your friends, family and past clients.  Which ones 
keep popping up?  The words that describe your own personality will also trickle down to 
your brand’s personality since they are infused together.  Think about how your own 
words relate to the way your photograph speaks to your clients. 

Try to dig deep with this one.  Stay away from “passionate”, “authentic”, etc.  We want 
words that truly describe you.  Plus, every other photographer has dibs on passionate 
and authentic at the moment.  We want to be different, unique, and ourselves.  Don’t 
try to be anything else because your clients will see right through you!

Worksh!t 

REVEAL YOUR UNIQUE EDGE
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Top Three Words: 
1.  
2. 
3. 

Any extras you find interesting? 

Why did your past, best clients choose you as their photographer? 
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